
Project 3 - Scrabble

The goal of this lab is to create a program that helps people play scrabble. A user
will be able to tell a sprite what letters they have and the sprite will say back a list
of words (and their point values) that can be made with those letters. For example, if

the user tells the sprite the letters “a”, “p” and “c” , the sprite will say back “cap (7),
pac (7), pa (4),”.

We will provide you with a list to use as a dictionary and a list of values for each letter.

Assigned: Thursday, October 31st

Due date: TBD, roughly 2 weeks

Requirements and Grading
Part 1 - User Input

• The sprite asks the user for letters and the user enters all the letters at one
time. (5 pts)

• The letters are converted into a list where each item is a letter. (10 pts)

Part 2 - Can Make Word Function

• Create a function called “can make [word] from [letters]” that takes in a list
of available letters and a word. The function must return True if the word
can be made with the available letters and False otherwise.
Step 1 Implement the function but do not worry about duplicate letters.

That means that it is OK if your function returns “True” for word “bee”
and letters “b”, “e”. (15 pts)

Step 2 Add support for duplicate letters. The function should now return
False for word “bee” and letters “b”, “e”. (10 pts)

• Write 3 tests for “can make [word] from [letters]” function (5 pts)

Hint 1: Write out pseudo code before doing anything in BYOB.

Hint 2 In order to do step 2, you will need to keep track of what letters you have
already checked. One way to do this is to delete letters from the list of available
letters after you check them. To avoid deleting letters from the global list of
available letters, you should pass the “can make [word] from [letters]” function a
copy of the list of letters using the “Copy of []” block.



Part 3 - Loop Over The Dictionary

• The sprite accurately says all of the words from the provided dictionary that
can be made out of the letters the user inputs. (5 pts)

Part 4 - Calculate Points for Each Letter

• Create a function called “get point value for letter [letter]” that takes in a
letter and returns the point value for that letter. We will provide you with
a list of point values of the letters in alphabetical order to use. (5 pts)

• Your function has no more than 3 if statements. (5 pts)
• Write 3 tests for “get point value for letter [letter]” function (5 pts)

Part 5 - Calculate Points for each Word

• Create a function called “get point value for word [word]” that takes in a
word and returns the point value of that word. (5 pts)

• Write 3 tests for “get point value for word” function (5 pts)

Part 6 - Put it All Together

• The sprite accurately says each word’s score after each word in the format
“word1 (score1), word2 (score2),...”, e.g. “cap (7), pac (7), pa (4),” (5 pts)

• Variables and functions have the correct type. That means... (10 pts)
– you correctly set reporter, predicate or command functions
– all variables that can be script variables are script variables

• Your have good programming style. That means your code has... (10 pts)
– useful comments
– good variable names
– no blocks that aren’t used
– no global variables with the same name but different capitalization
– only one “On Green Flag” block

Total 100 pts

Submitting Your Project Please email the project to tealsTeachers@gmail.com.
Do not forget to include your name!



Figure 1: Your tests should look like this. You can pick different inputs, but the
structure should be the same.


